Camp the Peninsula
Camp Sandy Pines
All Grade Level Patch
The “ Camp the Peninsula “ patch program consists of four segments: Camp Country Center, Camp Grove
Point, Camp Todd and Camp Sandy Pines. Each patch has requirements that include activities in environmental
awareness, skill development, service and history. These patches are designed to be completed in one day and
overnight camping is not required.
To earn this patch:
Daisy - complete the two starred requirements
Brownie - complete the two starred requirements plus one additional requirement
Junior - complete the two starred requirements plus two additional requirement
Cadette, Senior and Ambassador - complete the two starred requirements plus three additional requirement
1*. Complete The Camp Sandy Pines Trivia Quiz.
2. Do a service project at camp. (Plant flowers, gather wood and store it carefully, pick up trash, wash windows.
Check with camp ranger for camp needs.)
3. Draw a map of Camp Sandy Pines, include the buildings and paths.
4. Plan and carry out a ceremony with your troop, such as a flag ceremony or a Scout’s Own.
5.* Take a nature hike, looking for and identifying at least two of each of the following: trees, plants, animals or
insects, man-made problems such as erosion.
6. Using a compass and Connie Bell Lodge as the center point, identify the four directions. Also show how to
find the four cardinal points by using the sun, stars or other natural signs.
7. Make a craft using materials picked up from the ground. REMEMBER: Do not disturb living things.
8. Lay “ circle of rope” and discover what interesting things in nature are inside of this circle. Talk about them.
9. Learn or show proficiency in one of the following knots and discus what they are used for.
 Square
 Overhand
 Clove Hitch
 Half Hitch
 Sheepshank
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Trivia Quiz
1. What is Camp Sandy Pines?
2. Where is Camp Sandy Pines?
3. Describe the setting of the camp.
4. When was the camp established?
5. What was the first name of the camp?
6. When was the name changed?
7. Why was the name changed?
8. What facilities are available to Camp Sandy Pines?
9. What type of tents are located in Laurel Thicket?
10. How many may sleep in Laurel Thicket?
11. How many fire circles are at Camp Sandy Pines?
12. Where are the fire circles located?
13. True or False- Fires may be left unattended?
14. True or False- All garbage must be removed and carried away from Camp Sandy Pines.
15. Is there a flag and flagpole available?
16. Where are they located?
17. When was Connie Bell Lodge named?
18. For whom was Connie Bell Lodge Named?
19. How many can sleep in Connie Bell Lodge?
20. How many doors to the outside are in the Lodge?
21. How many windows are in the Lodge?
22. How many bathrooms are in the Lodge?
23. How many showers are in the Lodge?
24. Can you cook inside the Lodge?
25. How many mirrors are in the Lodge?
26. Is there a fire extinguisher in the Lodge?
27. Is there a smoke alarm are in the Lodge?
28. How many cars are permitted in the park at the Lodge?
29. Are you permitted to drive and park at Laurel Thicket?
30. How do you get permission to camp at Camp Sandy Pines?
31. What can you do at Camp Sandy Pines?

Answers to Camp Sandy Pines Trivia Quiz
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1. One of four GSCB camps.
2. Near Fruitland, Maryland.
3. Consists of 49 acres which include wooded areas, small meadow, and sandy soil.
4. Given to Peninsula Girl Scout Council by Louis Chatham in 1959 for a fee of $10.00
5. Nassawango
6. 1976
7. Because people traveling to the camp confused it with Nassawango Iron Furnace near Snow Hill.
8. Connie Bell Lodge, Laurel Thicket, primitive Camping Area, Pavilion.
9. Platform tents
10. 24
11. 3 plus
12. One in front of Connie Bell Lodge, one at Laurel Thicket, one at the pavilion, plus several others along trails.
13. False
14. True
15. Yes
16. The Flag is stored in Connie Bell Lodge, and the flagpole is in the parking area.
17. 1972
18. Connie Bell, Field Executive for GSCB and noted area and national song leader.
19. 24
20. 3
21.11
22. 2
23. 1
24. Yes, there are kitchen facilities.
25. 3
26. Yes
27. Yes
28. One car to be used for emergency use.
29. No (one car for emergency use only)
30. Troop leader fills in a Trip/Camping Application.
31. Practice outdoor skills, hike, do service project, play wide games, have scavenger hunt, etc.
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